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Unmanned systems such as legged robots require fast-motion responses for operation in complex envi-
ronments. These systems therefore require explosive actuators that can provide high peak speed or high
peak torque at specific moments during dynamic motion. Although hydraulic actuators can provide a
large force, they are relatively inefficient, large, and heavy. Industrial electric actuators are incapable
of providing instant high power. In addition, the constant reduction ratio of the reducer makes it difficult
to eliminate the tradeoff between high speed and high torque in a given system. This study proposes an
explosive electric actuator and an associated control method for legged robots. First, a high-power-
density variable transmission is designed to enable continuous adjustment of the output speed to torque
ratio. A heat-dissipating structure based on a composite phase-change material (PCM) is used. An integral
torque control method is used to achieve periodic and controllable explosive power output. Jumping
experiments are conducted with typical legged robots to verify the effectiveness of the proposed actuator
and control method. Single-legged, quadruped, and humanoid robots jumped to heights of 1.5, 0.8, and
0.5 m, respectively. These are the highest values reported to date for legged robots powered by electric
actuators.

� 2021 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction to position the onboard supply, which makes legged robots rather
Unmanned intelligent systems such as legged robots can per-
form a variety of tasks in complex environments. One advantage
of legged robots is their capability for highly dynamic motion,
including actions such as running and jumping. However, legged
robots have size and weight limits and thus require high-
performance actuators. Unlike typical industrial systems, which
have high-rated power actuators and operate in fixed working
environments, legged robots often operate in complex environ-
ments that require fast-motion responses [1–3]. Therefore, legged
robots require high explosive power actuators to provide high peak
speed or high peak torque at specific moments during their
dynamic motion.

Hydraulic actuators have high power and are naturally robust
against impulsive loads. For example, the Atlas robot developed
by Boston Dynamics uses hydraulic actuators to achieve highly
diverse and agile locomotion [4]. However, hydraulic systems are
inefficient when operated at constant pressure. It is thus difficult
large and heavy [5]. Hydraulic systems may also leak oil [6].
Electric motor actuators are more compact and have a more

constant output torque profile compared with hydraulic actuators.
Pseudo-direct-drive systems use a high-torque motor in combina-
tion with a low-reduction-ratio gearing system. The actuator’s out-
put force can thus be controlled accurately via the motor current
with high transparency [7]. For example, the Cheetah robot [8–
10] developed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) uses
a high-torque-density motor actuator with a large gap radius
[7,11]. However, large actuators are unsuitable for use in legged
robots with a relatively large number of degrees of freedom (DoFs),
such as humanoid robots.

Many legged robots with a high number of DoFs, including
ASIMO [12], ATRIAS [13], and ANYmal [5], have strict actuator size
limitations. These robots use small high-speed motors with
relatively high-ratio reducers to support the heavy robot trunks
[12–14]. However, high-ratio reducers increase friction and intro-
duce nonlinear elements into the actuator, which means that the
force cannot be controlled directly using the motor current. The
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Valkyrie
[15], Cassie [16], and DLR robots [17] use series elastic actuators
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(SEAs) or similar force sensors to implement accurate actuator
force control. However, the elastic parts of an SEA or a force sensor
cannot absorb the explosive impacts that occur during dynamic
motion. These robots have poor dynamic motion performance
because the high-ratio reducer required for the SEA, or the force
sensor used for force control, increases friction and introduces non-
linear elements into the actuator.

Animal muscles can provide high instant power for a diverse
range of agile movements [18]. The relationship among the force,
length, and velocity properties of muscles contributes to providing
the explosive power necessary for dynamic movements such as
throwing, kicking, and jumping [19]. In addition, the pair of cruci-
ate ligaments that is present in animal joints serves as a variable
transmission [20]. Animals can maintain a relatively constant core
temperature through a dynamic balance between endogenous
heat-production and heat-dissipation to the surrounding environ-
ment during movement [21]. In summary, animal muscles produce
explosive power, have a variable transmission, and dissipate heat.

The reduction ratio represents a tradeoff between torque and
speed. Some researchers have thus designed actuators with
continuously variable transmissions or infinitely variable trans-
missions for use in robots [22,23]. These designs involve complex
transmission chains that are difficult to install on small actuators.
Another type of actuator uses two motors to control the sun gear
and the ring gear of a planetary reducer [24–26]. In this type of sys-
tem, an optimal control method is required to regulate the coupled
relationship between the two motors. To enhance actuator heat-
dissipation, some robotic systems use liquid cooling systems to
ensure that the actuator operation remains sufficiently stable to
allow it to support dynamic motion [27–29]. However, liquid cool-
ing systems require bulk liquid storage to perform the heat-
exchange operation and usually require integration of the liquid
cooling channels into the robot system.

In this study, we propose an explosive electric actuator and its
control method for application in legged robots. This actuator pro-
vides high peak speed or high peak torque at specific moments
during robot dynamic motion. We perform jumping experiments
using typical legged robots to verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed actuator. The main contributions of this work are summa-
rized as follows:

(1) To eliminate the tradeoff between high speed and high tor-
que for legged robots, we add a power allocation unit to control the
rotational speed of the first-stage ring gear in a two-stage plane-
tary gear train in order to adjust the reduction ratio. This high-
power-density variable transmission allows continuous and effi-
cient adjustment of the ratio of the speed to the output torque.

(2) The robot actuator cannot operate continuously in the high-
power output state because of heat accumulation. Therefore, we
design a heat-dissipating structure based on a composite phase-
change material (PCM). An integral torque control method is used
to achieve periodic and controllable explosive power output from
the actuator.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present the design concept and provide a detailed description
of the proposed explosive electric actuator. In Section 3, we derive
the explosive power control method. In Section 4, we present the
results of jumping experiments conducted using single-legged,
quadruped, and humanoid robots. Finally, in Section 5, we summa-
rize and discuss our results.
2. Design of the explosive electric actuator

To provide high peak speed or high peak torque for legged
robots at specific moments during their dynamic motion, we
design a high-power-density variable transmission for continuous
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adjustment of the ratio of the speed to the output torque. A heat-
dissipating structure based on a composite PCM is used to remove
heat from the actuator during power output. To balance the
actuator’s explosive power, transparency, and size requirements,
an integral actuator was designed.

2.1. High-power-density variable transmission

The actuators with continuously variable transmission or infi-
nitely variable transmission that are currently used in unmanned
systems have complex structures that cannot tolerate the impact
forces that are applied to legged robots. Therefore, we design a
high-power-density variable transmission based on a two-stage
planetary reducer. The transmission connection diagram and the
structure of the proposed reducer are both shown in Fig. 1.

The main power transmission system is based on the two-stage
planetary reducer, which is small, lightweight, and reliable. We
add a power allocation unit to this transmission system to control
the first-stage ring gear’s rotational speed and thus enable adjust-
ment of the reduction ratio.

In Fig. 1,xr1 is the first-stage ring gear rotational speed, and Nr1

is the first-stage ring gear number of teeth. xp1 and Np1 are the
first-stage planetary gear rotational speed and number of teeth,
respectively. xr2 and Nr2 are the second-stage ring gear rotational
speed and number of teeth, respectively. xp2 and Np2 are the
second-stage planetary gear rotational speed and number of teeth,
respectively. xs and Ns are the sun gear rotational speed and num-
ber of teeth, respectively. Finally,xc is the planet carrier rotational
speed.

From the transmission connection diagram shown in Fig. 1(a),
we can determine the following relationships between the differ-
ent transmission gears:

xs �xc

xp1 �xc
¼ �Np1

Ns

xp1 �xc

xr1 �xc
¼ Nr1

Np1

xp2 �xc

xr2 �xc
¼ Nr2

Np2

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð1Þ

The first-stage planetary gear and the second-stage planetary
gear are fixed on the same axle; therefore, we obtain xp1 ¼ xp2.
Using this relationship and Eq. (1), the reduction ratio i can then
be calculated as follows:

i ¼ xs

xr2
¼ NsNp1Nr2 þ Np1Nr1Nr2

� �
xs

NsNp1Nr2 � NsNp2Nr1
� �

xs þ NsNp2Nr1 þ Np1Nr1Nr2
� �

xr1

ð2Þ
If the first-stage ring gear is static (i.e.,xr1 ¼ 0), then the system

is a standard two-stage planetary gear train, and the reduction
ratio ifixed is given by

ifixed ¼ NsNp1Nr2 þ Np1Nr1Nr2

NsNp1Nr2 � NsNp2Nr1
ð3Þ

from which Eq. (2) can be rewritten as follows:

i ¼ ifixed
1þ ifixed � 1ð Þ � xr1

xs

ð4Þ

We use the power allocation motor to control the speed of the
first-stage ring gear and thus adjust the reduction ratio. From Eq.
(4), we obtain the relationship between the reduction ratio i and
the velocity of the first-stage ring gear. As shown in the results
in Fig. 2, when the power allocation motor remains static, the sys-
tem is then equivalent to the two-stage planetary gear train. When
the velocity of the first-stage ring gear is equal to that of the sun



Fig. 1. Transmission connection diagram and structure of the proposed high-power-density variable transmission. (a) Transmission connection diagram; (b) transmission
structure. M: motor.

Fig. 3. Heat-dissipating structure based on the composite PCM.
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gear, the system reduction ratio is 1. When the velocity of the first-
stage ring gear is higher than that of the sun gear, the system then
becomes a speed-up gear. Whenxr1 ¼ � xs

ifixed�1, the system’s output

is static. The curve on the bottom left of the figure represents the
inverted output state (i.e., where i < 0).

To implement the designed power allocation unit, we used a
small power motor and a high-ratio gearbox. We selected these
components because the actuator does not require peak speeds
during most of its operation, and the power allocation motor there-
fore rarely consumes energy. Unlike systems that use dual motors
to control the sun and ring gears of a planetary reducer [24,26], our
power allocation motor is much smaller than the main actuator
motor. Therefore, the energy efficiency of the proposed unit is
higher than that of the previous dual motor systems, and there is
no coupling between the two motors in the proposed system.

2.2. Heat-dissipating structure

A major restriction that prevents high output power from being
realized with electric actuators is heat accumulation, particularly
at high currents. We therefore designed a heat-dissipating struc-
ture based on a composite PCM to remove the heat generated at
high output power (Fig. 3). The composite PCM releases and
absorbs energy during its phase transition to provide either heat-
ing or cooling, respectively. The transition is generally from a solid
to a liquid phase, or vice versa.

As shown in Fig. 3, the bottom of the composite PCM container
is in direct contact with the motor’s rotor, and the top of the com-
posite PCM container is the actuator surface, which is exposed to
the air. The selection of the composite PCM is dependent on the
Fig. 2. Relationship between the reduction ratio i and the velocity of the first-stage
ring gear.
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specific motor heating situation and the actuator’s operating envi-
ronment. Legged robots emit heat intermittently and thus do not
require additional cooling equipment.

The designed explosive electric actuator is shown in Fig. 4(a),
along with a photograph of the real actuator (Fig. 4(b)). The actua-
tor includes both the high-power-density variable transmission
and the heat-dissipating structure. We developed an integrated
design that merges the connection parts of the reducer and motor
to reduce the number of components required and thus increase
the actuator’s power density.
3. Explosive power control

The proposed explosive electric actuator can output peak tor-
que or peak speed instantaneously. However, continuous operation
in the high-power state may damage either the actuator or the
robot. We therefore propose an integral torque control method to
achieve periodic and controllable high output power. We achieve
effective power control by limiting the total output energy per unit
time. The control performance is demonstrated using jumping
experiments.
3.1. Integral torque control method

Low-ratio actuators can control their output force accurately via
the motor current with high transparency. The torque integral of
the actuator over a given time period can be expressed as follows:R
sDt ¼ R

I � kT � ið ÞDt ð5Þ

where s is the actuator torque, Dt is the given time period, I is the
motor current, kT is the motor torque constant, and i is the reduc-
tion ratio. In a real-time controller, we can record the current and
the reduction ratio in each period and then calculate the joint tor-
que required to implement the following integral torque control
method.



Fig. 4. (a) Integrated design of the proposed explosive electric actuator and (b) photograph of the real actuator.
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Industrial servo systems are oriented toward the production of
their rated output in order to protect the motor from damage
caused by overheating. Their controllers have strict peak current
limits. However, this control strategy is unsuitable for use in legged
robots during dynamic motion. In our design, the motors are often
subjected to very high instantaneous currents.

We use the inertial hysteresis response characteristics of a low-
pass filter (LPF) to control the actuator’s peak torque. The corre-
sponding integral torque control method is shown in Fig. 5, where
sc is the continuous torque limit, sp is the peak torque limit, st is
the variable torque threshold, and sfilter is the equivalent integral
of the actual actuator output torque sactual. The actuator model
shown in Fig. 5 is defined in Eq. (5). Using this model, we can trans-
form the motor current into the actuator torque. Then, based on
the flow diagram shown in Fig. 5, we can calculate the active tor-
que limit slim required to constrain the torque command.

We set the initial value of slim to sp and the corresponding value
of st to sc. As shown in Fig. 5, when the actual torque sactual is
higher than sc over a given time period Dt, the equivalent integral
torque sfilter reaches st, the output limit slim is adjusted to sc, and st
is then adjusted to 0:9sc. When the actual torque sactual drops to st
for a while, the equivalent integral torque sfilter drops to st, the out-
put limit slim is adjusted back to sp, and st reverts to sc to allow the
actuator to provide the high power output again.

We performed a simulation of the proposed integral torque con-
trol method, in which we set the peak torque limit at 300 N�m, the
continuous torque limit at 100 N�m, and the power output time
duration (T) to 1, 2, 3, or 4 s. During each control period, we input
the desired torque sdesired (drawn as the green line in Fig. 6) and
then ran the integral torque control method shown in Fig. 5. We
calculated the equivalent integral of the actual output torque
sfilter and then obtained the output limit slim for the next period.
The simulation results, which are shown in Fig. 6, demonstrate
that the integral torque control method has a flexible parameter
Fig. 5. Integral torque control method. Iactual: actual current;
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configuration and confirm that the method can control the maxi-
mum peak torque. We performed dynamic adjustment of slim to
control the integral torque of the actuator. This control method
improves the instantaneous output power of the motor and pro-
tects the actuator from damage caused by excessive peak output.

3.2. Explosive jumping control

Many legged robots use electric motors, parallel structures, and
appropriate mechanical design to achieve ballistic and explosive
motion [30–32]. To verify the effectiveness of the integral torque
control method and the explosive electric actuator proposed in this
work, we applied explosive jumping control to a single leg with
two parallel actuators. The basic robot leg model (which is shown
in the center of Fig. 7) is a symmetrical four-bar linkage mecha-
nism with two actuators.

We use the integral torque control method in combination with
virtual model control (VMC) to implement jumping control. To
achieve jumping control, the VMC approach uses the actuator
power to imitate virtual component effects, such as the effects of
springs and dampers. Unlike a real spring, VMC can change the
coefficient immediately in order to adapt both the take-off phase
and the touch-down phase of the jumping motion. Fig. 7(a) shows
a simplified symmetrical leg model with one mass point at the top
and a leg mechanism composed of two massless parallel links, and
Fig. 7(b) shows the virtual model of the symmetrical leg with a
spring-damper system. The leg length l is controlled by the normal
effect of the linear spring system, and the leg angle h is controlled
by the tangential effect of the torsional spring system. The virtual
force fspr and torque Tspr of the model shown in Fig. 7(b) can be
expressed as follows:

f spr ¼ kvl lori � lð Þ � cvl_l

sspr ¼ kvt hori � hð Þ � cvt _h

(
ð6Þ
Icommand: command current; scommand: command torque.



Fig. 6. Results of simulation of the integral torque control method. (a) T = 1 s; (b) T = 2 s; (c) T = 3 s; (d) T = 4 s.

Fig. 7. Overview of the explosive jumping control strategy. (a) A simplified symmetrical leg model with one mass point at the top and a leg mechanism composed of two
massless parallel links; (b) a virtual model of the symmetrical leg with a spring-damper system. fspr: virtual force of the model; Tspr virtual torque of the model.
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where kvl and cvl are the stiffness and the damping coefficient for
the virtual linear spring, respectively; kvt and cvt are the correspond-
ing terms for the virtual torsional spring, respectively; l and lori are
the actual and desired leg lengths, respectively (see the distance l in
Fig. 7(a)); and h and hori are the actual and desired leg angles,
respectively (see the angle h in Fig. 7(b)).

The desired virtual force and torque are converted into the foot
force of the robot, which can then be used to calculate the desired
actuator torque. The desired virtual linear spring torque sS is calcu-
lated as follows:

sS ¼ JTPfspr ¼ JTP Kv � Dp� Cv � _pð Þ ð7Þ

where p ¼ l; h½ �T, T is transpose symbol; fspr, Kv, and Cv are the vir-
tual model parameters, vectors, or matrices in Eq. (6); and JP repre-
sents the Jacobian matrix between the actuator torque and the
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robot foot force, P represents polar coordinates. In general, we can
control the robot leg to perform with different dynamic character-
istics using the actuator’s torque.

Fig. 7 shows a schematic diagram of the explosive jumping con-
trol strategy. The different jumping phases are detected based on
the leg length. The actuators provide explosive power with a high
elastic coefficient during the take-off phase and high damping dur-
ing the touch-down phase. This periodic and controllable explosive
power output permits the robot leg to jump continuously.

4. Experiment

4.1. Proposed explosive electric actuator

We implemented the explosive electric actuator, as shown in
Fig. 4. The diameter, length, and mass of the real actuator were
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98 mm, 102 mm, and 1.3 kg, respectively. The reduction ratio of
the two-stage planetary reducer (ifixed) was 29. The main actuated
motor was designed by the authors. The peak torque of this motor
was 10.55 N�m and the maximum rotation speed was 3000 r�min-1.
The relationship between the speed of the first-stage ring gear and
the reduction ratio for various sun gear speeds is shown in Fig. 8.

We used a Maxon ECX SPEED 16 M motor with a 186:1 reduc-
tion ratio planetary gearhead as the power allocation unit. To
achieve fast and efficient conversion, we set the reduction ratio
range to be from 15 to 29. As a result, the actuator peak output tor-
que was approximately 305 N�m, and the maximum rotational
speed was 200 r�min-1. In comparison with the actuator of the
MIT Cheetah 3 [10], our explosive electric actuator is smaller in
diameter and has a higher peak torque (Table 1); therefore, it is
more suitable for use in multi-joint robot systems (e.g., humanoid
robots) that have strict actuator size limitations.

The designed prototype heat-dissipating structure based on the
composite PCM is shown in Fig. 9(a). This structure is bonded to
the motor stator housing. The structure has a gap with blocks to
be filled with the composite PCM. The blocks are used to disperse
the composite PCM in the gap. In this prototype, a transparent
Fig. 8. Relationship between the first-stage ring gear speed and the reduction ratio
for various sun gear speeds.

Table 1
Comparison of actuators from our design and MIT Cheetah 3.

Actuator Diameter (mm) Weight (kg) Reductio

MIT Cheetah 3 125 1.2 7.67
Our design 98 1.3 15–29

Fig. 9. Experimental testing of the heat-dissipating structure. (a) Photograph of the exper
torque duration; (c) temperature versus time characteristics.
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plastic shell and color blocks were used to allow us to see the phase
change during temperature variations. In the real actuator, this
structure is made of metal, and the composite PCM is colloidal at
indoor temperatures, making it easy to assemble this structure.
The mass of the structure is approximately 180 g, and the thickness
is approximately 6 mm.

We performed experiments to test the effectiveness of the heat-
dissipating structure shown in Fig. 9(a), where the temperature
sensor is pasted onto the edge of the motor stator. Fig. 9(b) shows
the results from the peak torque duration experiment. The maxi-
mum output torque (305 N�m) could be maintained for 1 s, and
an output torque of 70 N�m could be maintained continuously.
Fig. 9(b) shows that the heat-dissipating structure was incapable
of increasing the instantaneous power because of the phase change
time of the composite PCM. Fig. 9(c) shows the results from the
temperature test. The heat-dissipating structure reduced the actu-
ator temperature effectively. To summarize, although the heat-
dissipating structure did not increase the actuator’s instantaneous
output power, it did reduce the heat accumulation. This result
means that the heat-dissipating structure is acceptable for use in
legged robots, which do not operate continuously at high output
power during dynamic motion.

To implement force control directly via the actuator current, we
measured the current and the torque of the proposed actuator
under various working conditions; the results are shown in
Fig. 10. Based on these results, we consider the proposed actuator
to be sufficiently linear. However, there was still some friction pre-
sent in the reducer. At high currents (> 50 A), the output torque
was less linear than the torque at low currents; this was mainly
caused by the nonlinearity of the motor, which led it to deviate
from its rated state during operation. To overcome this problem,
we used the fitting result and revised the nonlinearity at high cur-
rents according to the motor parameters.
4.2. Actuator performance in the jumping experiment

To evaluate the performance of the proposed actuator when
used in a legged robot, we designed a single symmetrical robot
leg based on the model described in Section 3.2. The symmetrical
leg contains two parallel actuators that rotate relative to the trunk
base frame. To reduce the mass of this leg, we used carbon
fiber tubes as the leg links and aluminum parts to form the joint
n ratio Maximum torque (N�m) Maximum speed (r�min-1)

230 200
305 200

imental heat-dissipating structure prototype based on the composite PCM; (b) peak



Fig. 10. Measured torque versus current characteristics for the actuator.
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connections. We limited the movement of this robot leg using
vertical slide guides in order to realize vertical jumping.

In the jumping experiment, the robot took off with a high elastic
coefficient and touched down with high damping. The actuators
produced explosive power for the take-off and reactive power for
the touch-down. The mass of the robot leg was 5.2 kg, with a
3 kg load on top. The initial leg length was 0.42 m, the desired
take-off leg length was 0.67 m, and the desired touch-down leg
length was 0.55 m. In this experiment, the virtual linear spring
stiffness kvl was 1800 N∙m�1, and the virtual damping coefficient
cvl was zero during the take-off phase. In the touch-down phase,
kvl was 1000 N∙m�1, and cvl was 30 N∙sm�1. Snapshots of the
experiment are shown in Fig. 11. The legged robot maximum jump
height was 1.5 m (from floor to toe).

Fig. 12 shows the reduction ratio, the torque, and the velocity of
the first joint actuator during the continuous jumping experiment
with a legged robot. The results obtained for two jumps are plotted
here to verify that the actuator can provide explosive power peri-
odically. Fig. 12(a) shows the reduction ratio curve. To acquire the
high speed required during take-off and then absorb the impact
during touch-down, the reduction ratio was reduced to allow the
actuator to output a higher speed. Figs. 12(b) and (c) show the
actual torque and velocity curves for the jumping experiment,
respectively. A slight oscillation was observed in the curves during
impact. During the reduction ratio adjustment, the peak torque and
the peak velocity did not overlap. The integral torque control
method limited the peak torque and thus allowed the actuator to
provide explosive power periodically.

In general, to accelerate at the beginning of the jumping motion,
the robot requires the actuators to provide a high torque output; to
jump high at the moment of take-off, the robot requires the actu-
ators to provide high speed. It is thus difficult for the constant
reduction ratio reducer to eliminate the tradeoff between high tor-
Fig. 11. Snapshots of jumping experiment with legge
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que and high speed during the jumping motion. In our jumping
experiment, we selected the reduction ratio range of the joints
and then calculated the transform threshold in the simulation. In
the real robot experiment, we used a threshold that included the
torque and speed values during motion to trigger variable trans-
mission; the power allocation motor then changed speed smoothly
to enable continuous adjustment of the reduction ratio. In future
work, we will study the complex real-time reduction ratio adjust-
ment method further in order to adapt to other types of highly
dynamic motion.

To verify the advantages of the variable transmission, we pre-
sent a map of the absolute values of the speed and torque in
Fig. 13. The figure shows the torque-speed range of the main actu-
ated motor that was introduced in Section 4.1 for different reduc-
tion ratios. The range covered by the blue line represents a
reduction ratio of 29, which has high torque and low speed. The
range covered by the green line represents a reduction ratio of
15, which has low torque and high speed. The variable transmis-
sion designed in this work changed the reduction ratio (indicated
by the magenta asterisks) to cover all the green, blue, and magenta
ranges. The absolute values of the speed and torque recorded (in
the period from 0–2 s shown in Figs. 12(b) and (c)) in the legged
robot jumping experiment are also shown in the figure. Fig. 13
shows that the designed actuator can provide the high peak speed
and high peak torque that are required during the jumping exper-
iment when using variable transmission.
4.3. Quadruped and humanoid robot jumping experiment

We applied the proposed actuator to both quadruped and
humanoid robots to provide the explosive power required for
dynamic jumping. For the legs of the quadruped robot, we used
the same structure that was described in Section 4.2; we used
the proposed actuators for the hip and knee joints of each leg.
The robot’s mass was 37 kg. We built the VMC method based on
the quadruped robot’s center of mass (CoM) to conduct the jump-
ing experiment. We set the CoM height to have the same value as
the length of the single-legged robot in Section 4.2. We calculated
each joint’s torque during the jumping motion using foot force
optimization and a Jacobian matrix. Snapshots of the jumping
experiment performed with this robot are shown in Fig. 14. The
maximum jump height was more than 0.8 m. The joints showed
similar performance to that of the single-legged robot, because
they both had the same leg structure. Fig. 14 shows that the pitch
angle increased continuously after take-off, which resulted from
the deviation between the robot’s CoM and the body’s geometric
center. The Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich (ETH)
SpaceBok robot used a reaction wheel integrated inside its main
body to adjust its rotation during jumping [30]. In future work,
we will implement a posture stabilizer. The jumping experiment
d robot. The maximum jump height was 1.5 m.



Fig. 14. Snapshots of the quadruped robot jumping ex

Fig. 13. Map of absolute values of the speed and torque.

Fig. 15. Snapshots of the humanoid robot jumping ex

Fig. 12. (a) Reduction ratio, (b) torque, and (c) velocity of the first joint actuator
during the continuous jumping experiment with a legged robot.
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results confirm that multiple actuators can be used simultaneously
to output explosive speed and torque in the system. Therefore, the
proposed explosive electric actuator and the associated control
method are suitable for application to the dynamic motion of
legged robots.

Provision of a jumping capability is important to improve the
performance of humanoid robots in various applications. The Atlas
robot, which uses hydraulic actuators, is capable of jumping [4].
However, it is difficult for humanoid robots powered by electric
actuators to jump, because most of these electric actuators cannot
supply the required explosive power.

We applied the proposed actuator to the hip joints of a
humanoid robot to allow it to perform jumping. The robot’s mass
was 45 kg, and its height was 1.7 m. Using the characteristics of
the proposed actuator, we optimized the robot’s initial posture to
maximize the initial acceleration for jumping; we then generated
the trajectory of the CoM to make the planned jumping motion
more efficient. We considered the full-body dynamics in order to
track the trajectory using virtual force control [33]. Snapshots of
the jumping experiment performed with this robot are shown in
Fig. 15. The jump height exceeded 0.5 m. In the experiment, the
initial height of the robot was 1.2 m, and the pitch angle was
approximately 27�. The reduction ratio of the hip joint actuator
changed from 25 to 20 during the jumping motion. The actuator’s
maximum output torque was approximately 252 Nm at the begin-
ning of the jump, and the actuator’s maximum output speed was
117 rpm during the take-off phase. These results confirm that
the proposed explosive electric actuator can support a humanoid
robot and allow it to perform a dynamic jumping motion.
5. Conclusions

Unmanned systems such as legged robots require explosive
actuators to perform dynamic motion in complex environments.
This paper proposed an explosive electric actuator and an associ-
ated control method for legged robots. The proposed high-
power-density variable transmission allows continuous and effi-
cient adjustment of the ratio of the speed to the torque output to
provide high peak speed or high peak torque at specific moments
during dynamic motion. A heat-dissipating structure based on a
composite PCM effectively removes the heat that accumulates dur-
ing high-power operation. The integral torque control method
achieves periodic and controllable output power. In the experi-
ments, single-legged, quadruped, and humanoid robots reached
jump heights of 1.5, 0.8, and 0.5 m, respectively. These values are
periment. The maximum jump height was 0.8 m.

periment. The maximum jump height was 0.5 m.
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the highest reported to date for legged robots powered by electric
actuators.

Legged robots have various physical forms; hence, it is difficult
to design an actuator that will be suitable for all such robots. This
paper proposed a general design method to meet the explosive
output requirements of most legged robots. This method can be
adjusted according to the specific system demands. The actuator
characteristics should match the desired system performance.
Optimization of the actuator output power for legged robots will
be a subject worthy of future study.
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